GrapeSnowTrain (GST)
Male: White Fire OG # 3 X Snowlotus
Female: Purple Trainwreck
Flowering time: 55-60 days
Indica/Sativa: 60/40
Yield: High Yields
The Smell of Grapes is here. This strain was a pleasure to work with from start to ﬁnish. She
displayed vigorous growth in veg, and responded very well to multiple topping sessions. All
tops transformed into dominant colas after about 10 days of stretch when switched to ﬂower.
She took all the veg nutes I could throw at her, following the REMO nutrient regiment. Flowering set in quickly and top bud sites were clearly visible by the end of week 1. Crystals started
to develop by the middle of week 3. I harvested at day 56 and am overly pleased with the end
result. Sticky frost covered budds that jam up my hand grinder. A very heavy stone that leaves
you wanting a weed nap about 2 hours later. I wouldn't recommend this strain if you are trying
to be productive. I would DEFINITELY recommend this strain if you want your pain to melt
Tastes of subtle fruit with some spice. Smells similar, with the fruity notes really coming
through with curling. Thick lung fulls of smoke on the exhale. Very satisfying.
Growing difﬁculty - 1 out of 5 (she's so easy a beginner could do it!)
Medicinal effectiveness - 4 out of 5 (a little too stoney to smoke all day and carry on normal
tasks)
For those who like to get stoned- 5 out of 5 (fantastic knock you on your arse weed!)
Bag appeal 5 out of 5. (Silver looking frost nuggs of goodness that stick to the bag)
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